We extend the uniqueness and simplicity results of Cuntz and Krieger to the countably infinite case, under a row-finite condition on the matrix A. Then we present a new approach to calculating the K-theory of the Cuntz-Krieger algebras, using the gauge action of T, which also works when A is a countably infinite 0-1 matrix. This calculation uses a dual Pimsner-Voiculescu six-term exact sequence for algebras carrying an action of T. Finally, we use these new results to calculate the K-theory of the Doplicher-Roberts algebras. §L Introduction In [4] , [5] , [3] , Cuntz and Krieger studied the C* -algebras generated by a family of n non-zero partial isometries S, f satisfying the Cuntz-Krieger relations
§L Introduction
In [4] , [5] , [3] , Cuntz and Krieger studied the C* -algebras generated by a family of n non-zero partial isometries S, f satisfying the Cuntz-Krieger relations S* S k = d«,*iXi,/) SjS*,l<i,k<n,
where A is an nX n, 0-1 matrix with no zero row or column. Let SA denote the set of finite sequences fi= (^i, In particular, if A is irreducible (i.e. for all i,/, there is a strictly positive integer m=m(i, /) such that A m (i, /) =£0) and is not a permutation matrix, then A satisfies condition (l) . It was shown in [5] that when A satisfies (l) , the C * -algebra generated by the Si, i=l,-~, n is independent of the choice of the partial isometries Si, and simple whenever A is irreducible. It may therefore be denoted by 6 A-More precisely, in [5, 2.13 and 2.14] it was shown that:
Theorem 1.2. ( i ) Suppose that A is a finite {0,1} matrix satisfying (l) and Si, T i, i=l,°--,n, are two families of non~ zero partial isometries satisfying the same Cuntz-Krieger relations (l) .
Then the map S,-H * Ti extends to an isomorphism of C* (Si,-,S«) ontoC*(Ti,-,T»).
( ii ) If the matrix A is irreducible and not a permutation matrix, then the C* -algebra 6 A = C* (Si,-,S W ) is simple.
In the next section we give conditions (j) on a countably infinite 0-1 matrix A, under which the following theorem holds:
Theorem 1, ( i ) Suppose that A is a countably infinite {0,1} matrix satisfying (j) and Si, Ti, i^N are two families of non-zero partial isometries satisfying the same infinite Cuntz-Krieger relations. Then the map Si h-» T, extends to an isomorphism of C * (S i) onto C * ( T ,-) . ( ii ) If the matrix A row-finite and irreducible then the C * -algebre &&=€* (S/ ) is simple.
While condition (j) is analogous to condition ( I ), in order to get the simplicity result, we must assume irreducibility and a finiteness condition to ensure that certain topological obstacles do not occur. In the third section we review the proof of the following theorem of Kishimoto and Takai, [9, Theorem 2] , since we shall need explicit details of the isomorphism later.
Theorem 2 8 Let B be unital C * -algebra and $ a strongly continuous action of a compact group G which has large spectral subspaces, then the fixed point algebra B® is stably isomorphic to BX &G.
In the fourth section, we calculate the K-theory of the GA defined in the first section, generalising the results for finite matrices (see [5] , [3] ) . In particular, we prove the following: While this result is not suprising, and could conceivably be deduced from the known results finite A, we feel our proof is of some interest even in the finite case. We bypass the natural realisation of 6 A ®$(> as a crossed product by Z, using instead the gauge action of T on GA, and the six-term exact sequence in K-theory dual to the Pimsner-Voiculescu of [11, §3] (which curiously was described in [1, §10.6] as of limited use) . Thus our argument give an alternative approach to the calculation of K * (6 A} which may be slightly more accessible.
Our original motivation for this work was to calculate the K-theory of the algebras G p appearing in the Doplicher-Roberts duality theory for compact groups. In [10] , it was shown that 0 P was isomorphic to a corner in a C * -algebra generated by an infinite Cuntz-Krieger family; now we know by Theorem 1 that this Cuntz-Krieger algebra GA P is simple, we have K # (G p ) = K * (@AP) , and we can use Theorem 3 to compute K * (Gp) . In fact, we can do better: we can identify Z°° with the representation ring $Z(G), and K* (G p The following definitions and results are extensions of those given in [5, p.253] , where it is claimed that their results for finite matrices carry over to the infinite case. Upon closer inspection, this does not seem as straightforward as originally thought. Given a countably infinite 0-1 matrix, A, with no zero row or column, we consider the C * -algebra generated by non-zero partial isometries S t , i^N, satisfying the Cuntz-Krieger relations,
where the infinite sum above converges in the strong operator topology. [5, p. 254] we note that if the countably infinite 0-1 matrix A is irreducible, then it satisfies condition (j), because irreducibility implies that there is at least one vertex with at least two edges eminating from it, from which we may construct the required paths //, v. Here we can dispense with the requirement for A not to be a permutation matrix as the above construction relies on the infinite nature of the graph as well as the irreducibility of the matrix A.
Also, we note that, for countably infinite 0-1 matrices, condition (j) is stronger than the full countably infinite version of condition ( I ) where we do not demand the existence of the finite subset 2i. Then A\ satisfies condition (j), with 2oo=Si={l, 2}. On the other hand A 2 satisfies the full countably infinite version of condition ( I ) , but does not satisfy condition (j), because 2oo = N, and each too^Soo is connected to precisely two indices. The irreducible matrix AS satisfies condition (j) , even though 2«,= N; we can take any finite subset for Si.
We shall henceforth assume that our infinite 0-1 matrix A satisfies condition (j). Proof. Add to In = ik}, l<k<n, the partition of (n+1, n+2,---J generated by the sets
for i=l,-~,n and the set N\ (U ?=!/,), giving m n sets in all. Roughly speaking, In, for /?> n represent the vertices which can be reached in one step from each of some, possibly the subsets of {!,-••, n}. The sets K t , i=I,"-,n consist of those superscripts k of the subsets In whose vertices are reached from vertex i in exactly one step. We may see that each Ki is non-empty from the definition of the /i. Finally, the number m n is finite for each n, since the number of disjoint subsets of N which the /,-, t=l,"-,w can generate is finite. EH (ii) Ifl<k<n, thenK k ={l:B n (k l)=l}.
Proof. From 2.1.1, let Zi<^N be given for the countably infinite 0-1 matrix A. Choose n sufficiently large so that n>ii for each ii^Zi and each of the designated paths ^, v^ ZA for n only visit the first n vertices. This means that for this n, we have ii^ Zo for B n since we are not identifying any edges used in the paths jj., v. Hence the set Zo for the matrix B n contains Zi. We know from condition (j), that all vertices in the original graph connect to a vertex in Zi. Thus, since in constructing B n we are effectively adding new paths to the original graph, each of the new vertices must connect to a vertex in ZiẐ o, which is sufficient for condition (l) (see l.l). For the matrices Ai, A2 and As given in 2.1.3, we see how the above proof gives rise to the need for condition (j) over the full infinite version of condition (l). For A i if we choose n=2, then we have which satisfies condition (l). However, for A 2, whenever n> 2, say 2, then we have which does not satisfy condition (l), as the third vertex only connects to itself. For matrix As, whenever n>2, say 2, we obtain which does satisfy condition (l).
Theorem 2.1.8. Suppose that A is a countably infinite 0-1 matrix satisfying condition (j) and that (5 1 /}, {7\} are two families of non-zero partial isometries satisfying the same Cuntz-Krieger relations (2). Then there is an isomorphism 0 ofC*(Si) ontoC*(Ti} such that (j) (Si) = Ti for all it
Proof. Define Sk,n = Sk, for !<&<n, and for n<k<m n take Sk,n to be a partial isometry with range projection
and initial projection
Since the inside sum is over a finite set, the right hand side converges in the strong operator topology, as do all the sums which follow. With the above definitions, we claim that the partial isometries S*,n, l<k<m n satisfy
To see this, for !<&<n, we have that Proof. To see this, we note that the partial isometries Ti = zS t , i^ N also satisfy condition (j) and the infinite Cuntz-Krieger relations (2) . Thus Theorem 2.1.8 gives an isomorphism a z of 6 A . The map z H» a z (a) is continuous when a lies in the *-subalgebra generated by the Si and hence for all a Proof. Suppose / <l 0 A is a proper closed 2-sided *-ideal. We claim that no S t can belong to /. For if S t^I for some t^N, then S t S t^I , in which case S J =S l SjSj belongs to 7 whenever A (i, j) =1. By induction we would then have S^^I whenever //^ ZA satisfied p. i = i or A (i, p. J = 1. Since A is irreducible by hypothesis, we may thus show that 5*^7 for all &^N since S k = S u S U S k^-I for any path fjL^ ZA with A (fJi\n\, k) = 1 and ^\~i say. Since we know that GA = C * (S t ), this would imply that 7-6\, which is a contradiction. Since St $ 7, for all i^N and the sums in (2) are finite, the images q(Si) = 5,4-7 in the quotient algebra 6 A /1 are non-zero partial isometries satisfying the infinite Cuntz-Krieger relations (2). Thus there is an isomorphism 0 of 6 A /I onto G A , such that (j) (S, +1) = S t for all i^N. But then the composition 0 ° q must be the identity, so I = {Q}, as required. D
This last argument will not work if A is not row-finite, since the quotient map need not respect the infinite Cuntz-Krieger relations (2), because they involve strong operator convergence, (ii) For the algebra €L, the countably infinite 0-1 matrix A consists entirely of 1's, and it may be considered as the direct limit of the 6^. Thus we can immediately deduce the simplicity of £L and compute its K~theory (using the continuity of K-theory). In general, our proof of Theorem 2.1.8 does not show how to compute KQ(GA), because the algebras 6EH lie partly outside GA.
The AF-core
Throughout this section A will be row-finite, for such A, as in [5 
for JJL, V, K,, o G= ^A. This implies in particular that, for fixed i, the E^ form a system of matrix units; since A is row-finite there are only finitely many paths with l<jLti<j and [JLk -i, hence 3F((i) is a full matrix algebra. From the definition we know that
We order these elements first by fixing the level k at which we operate, then by fixing the terminating vertex at level k and finally by restricting the starting points of our paths /^,ye Y*A to a range l^i, v\<j. As ; increases, we just add more matrix units E^ to the collection spanning 2F{(i) . Thus the increasing union of matrix algebras, ^k(i) = U^i(t) is either itself a matrix algebra, or a copy of the compacts.
The algebras ^k(i), for i^N are mutually orthogonal by (4), so 3^k = U ,-• 3^k(i} is actually a C* -algebraic direct sum 0,-2Fk(i} of C* -algebras isomorphic to # (^) for some, possibly finite dimensional Hilbert space. In particular, each SFk is an AF algebra, and hence so is $F^ which completes the proof. EH 
General Theory
Convention 3.1.1. Throughout this section, B will be a unital Calgebra with identity 1, the identity map on B will be denoted by i, G a compact abelian group with normalised Haar measure, and discrete dual group G. X will denote an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space, and X the C *-algebra of compact operators on X, generated by matrix units en, i, /^N. The compact operators on the Hilbert space L 2 (G) will be denoted $f (L 2 (G)). We shall use the following definition which is to be found in [11, §2] 
for all x e G. 
{M f X(z)
:/e and by Stone-Weierstrass we also know that the closed span of G is dense in Co(G) and CC(G). Hence the operators M x X(f) span a dense subspace of 3( (L 2 (G)) . Equation (5) is an easy calculation. For the last part, note that p s commutes with X t for s, t^ G, and hence with X (C * (G)) , and
) is certainly contained in the spectral subspace. On the other
and hence otherwise.
Since the M K X (7) span a dense subspace of % (L 2 (G)), and 
such that $>°i B =JB and 3>°i G = JG-For b^B^(x) , %, e G, we have j8 "H^) = fr® X, and an easy calculation gives (7). It follows that $> takes values in B® # (L 2 (G)) and another calculation using (6) shows that the image is fixed under /3 ® Adp.
is spanned by elements of the form
where c^B and 7, % e G. But b= f G % ( s )Ps(c) ds lies in B 0 (%) , so this shows that $ has dense range and hence maps B* 0 G onto (B®^((L 2 (G)))^A dp .
Finally, we note that since $ is the regular representation of BXpG induced from i : B^B, and G is amenable, we have that $ is a faithful representation of BX 0G (see [13, 7.7.8] Proof. We write j8 = f$ ® t for the product action of G on B ® #. It is easy to see that
4.7] gives the existence of unitaries v T^M (B (£)#)* (r), r^ G such that (B®X)'(T) = (B®X)'vr.
(in the next section, we shall find v\ explicitly for B=0 A , and we can then take v n = v i, thus we do not actually use Kishimoto and Takai's lemma) . Given the unitaries V T , we may now describe the map which implements the isomorphism of (B® X) J ® #(L 2 (G)) with (B® X} x^ G in two stages: Firstly, for each % and all 7^ G, b^B 0 , i, ;^N we have an isomorphism which is given by
For each r^ G, /i (r) is the rank one projection in 3( (L 2 (G)) onto the subspace spanned by r, hence the series 2 r e G" % ® ^ (T) converges strictly in M(B to a unitary V. Conjugating by V gives an isomorphism m:
which restricts to wi* on (5® ^f)^ (g) M x >? (C * (G)) . By [9, Proposition 3.1], the closed span on the right hand side of (10) is precisely (5® #(£);# (L 2 Secondly, we note that if the action j8 on 5 has large spectral subspaces, then so does the action £ on B®$f, thus we may apply the previous lemma to give us an isomorphism of (5® #® % (L 2 (G))) * Before we start, we give some background details, which may be found in [2] that will be used frequently throughout the construction. For a C * -algebra B, the strict topology of M(B) is generated by the seminorms X b (x) =11 6* 1 1 and pb (x) -\\xb\\ for each b^B and x^M(B). Since M(B] is complete in the strict topology, a routine -^ argument gives the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3.1. Let S be a dense subset of B, and {w n } a norm-bounded sequence in M(B) such that {w n b} and {bw n } are Cauchy sequences for all b^3t. Then {w n } converges strictly in M(B) .
Now we carry out the contruction of v\. First notice that for each t^N the operators Si® en are partial isometries with mutually orthogonal initial spaces 3f®ei and mutually orthogonal range spaces (Si $}®e\. Hence the infinite sum Z T=i(S{ ® en) , converges strongly to an isometry uQi3C®3€ = span {#£®ei} onto ffl® e\. We claim that this series in fact converges strict-
To apply 3.3.1, we first note that the partial sums u w =2?=i(Si® ^11) are all partial isometries, and hence l|tt n || = l for all n. For the dense subalgebra required in the Lemma, we take f$ = span {S u P r S v ® e jk ] , where r, j, k^N, and [JL,V e ^A (which is dense in 6 A ®^ since A is row finite) . For a given generator c = S fi P r 5 V ®e ^ provided n>j we have that Consider the gauge action a of T on 6A given in 2.1.9. From [1, §10.6] (see also [11, §3] ), there is a dual Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence for this action; Figure 1. where a is the homomorphism induced by the generator of the dual action of Z on 8 A x a T. We want to replace 0 A x a T by the fixed point algebra $2, so we need: well known that for any rank one projection e^tK, and any C* -algebra J3, the map t\p\~* p® e induces an isomorphism t# :
1-a
, independent of the choice of e. Since, from 2.2.3, we know that 6 A is an AF algebra, we thus have that
Applying this to the exact sequence in Figure 1 , we obtain:
where 77* is the composition of the isomorphisms, $#, t* mentioned above, i is the homomorphism induced from commutativity of the right-hand triangle, and 0 is induced to make the central square commute. From the lower exact sequence we may deduce that
In order to make any calcualtions, we need to know what KQ(&A) , 0 and i are. 
S n S i S j S j S t S y .
If we write 7? (i) for the path (fj.i, •••, ft t, i) ^ZU, we have
and so we have a commuting square: The maps m*, t* are induced by the homomorphism a^ a® e where e is a rank one projection. The map /* is induced from the isomorphism of (6 A ® %}*aT and (6 A x a T) ®^f, and the map #* is described by equation (11) . The square (l) in Figure 3 above commutes by the naturality of the maps, and square (2) commutes by the functoriality of KQ . Finally, the map 0 is by definition the homomorphism which makes the square (3) commute. Next, we must examine the effect of the Kishimoto-Takai isomorphism -9 * on our element. From equations (9) and (11) 
in K 0 0 A % X 5 T. Next we calculate the effect of the dual action a * on the class of our projection, and return to 1 -~a * later. Since a is given on Figure 2 is induced from the embedding of 6 A x a T in (0A X a T) X 5 Z, which gives the Takai isomorphism (6 A x a T) X£ Z = 0A®# and the identification of K Q (6 A ®%} with ^O(^A) (see [14, Theorem 6] Proof. What we have actually proved above was that the diagram 
Doplicher-Roberts Algebras
The principal motivation for making the calculations given in this paper was to calculate the K-theory of the Doplicher-Roberts Algebras, 6 P which are central to their nonabelian duality theory, [6] , [7] , [8] . These C* -algebras are built from spaces of intertwiners between tensor powers of a given faithful representation p: G-> SU(ffl) , where G is a compact group and l<dim($C) <°o i We refer to [10] for further details of their construction. Decomposing the tensor powers of p into irreducible components yields a countable 0-1 matrix A p, which may be shown to be irreducible and row finite. From 2.1.12 GA P is simple, and so the map 0: ff p -*@A p given in [10, Theorem 2.1] is an isomorphism onto full corner of @A P , and hence 6 P is Morita equivalent to 0A p . Thus we have the following result: 
